Terms and Conditions for the Golden Coins Campaign from Arab African International Bank
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The campaign conditions are applied on the basis of calculating the fresh funds
average balance, as the fresh fund is defined as any added funds over total customer
balances after the closing balance of the client as of 05/31/2021 (the client’s total
balances of certificates, deposits, current and savings accounts in all currencies).
The campaign period is three months, starting from 01/06/2021 and ending on
08/31/2021.
Products included in the campaign are the daily current account in EGP and the
current account without interest in EGP only.
For Individual Accounts - the customer is eligible for a prize of 1/2 gold coin and their
multiples when the average fresh funds balance is calculated with a minimum of
500,000 EGP (only five hundred thousand Egyptian pounds) in a period of three months
for interest-bearing current accounts and one month for current accounts without
interest.
For Corporate Accounts - the customer is eligible for a prize of 1500 EGP (only one
thousand five hundred Egyptian pounds) and their multiples when the average fresh
funds balance is calculated with minimum balance 2,500,000 EGP (only two million
and five hundred thousand Egyptian pounds only) in a period of three months for
current accounts with interest, and the average fresh funds balance with Minimum
balance EGP 1,000,000 (only one million Egyptian pounds) for a month for current
accounts without interest.
If the campaign conditions apply, the gold coins / financial prizes will be distributed
by AAIB within two weeks from the date of the end of the specified period according
to the type of account (three months for interest-bearing accounts and one month for
non-interest accounts).
The bank reserves the right to cancel the prize in the event the customer does not
appear to receive the prize within two months from the date of notifying him of it in
the appropriate manner for the bank.
The customer is not entitled to request the exchange of gold coins for a cash value.
In case there are judicial requirements / reservation to deal on the account, the bank
has the right to exclude and cancel the prize.
It is not permissible to authorize or delegate a third party to receive the prize except
in the case of death, and the heirs must choose one of them and authorize him with an
official proxy to deal with the bank and receive the prize within two months from the
date of being notified by the bank, and the bank has the right to cancel the prize and
consider it as if it was not in this case.
To enroll in the campaign, you must go to the nearest AAIB branch to sign the
enrollment form or contact the call center.
I declare that in case of not abiding by the bank rules as well as all the terms &
conditions mentioned above, the bank has the right to claim this campaign prizes, and
I have no right to claim it, and this is a waiver on my part of accepting the prize.

Campaign Terms & Conditions, in addition to the Terms and Conditions of AAIB Accounts
shall apply.

